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In pursuit of the ab initio limit for conformational energy prototypes
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The convergence ofab initio predictions to the one- andn-particle limits has been systematically
explored for several conformational energy prototypes: the inversion barriers of ammonia, water,
and isocyanic acid, the torsional barrier of ethane, theE/Z rotamer separation of formic acid, and
the barrier to linearity of silicon dicarbide. Explicitab initio results were obtained with
atomic-orbital basis sets as large as@7s6p5d4 f 3g2h1i /6s5p4d3 f 2g1h# and electron correlation
treatments as extensive as fifth-order Mo” ller–Plesset perturbation theory~MP5!, the full
coupled-cluster method through triple excitations~CCSDT!, and Brueckner doubles theory
including perturbational corrections for both triple and quadruple excitations@BD~TQ!#.
Subsequently, basis set and electron correlation extrapolation schemes were invoked to gauge any
further variations in arriving at theab initio limit. Physical effects which are tacitly neglected in
most theoretical work have also been quantified by computations of non-Born–Oppenheimer
~BODC!, relativistic, and core correlation shifts of relative energies. Instructive conclusions are
drawn for the pursuit of spectroscopic accuracy in theoretical conformational analyses, and precise
predictions for the key energetic quantities of the molecular prototypes are advanced. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!02422-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a seminal monograph of the 1960s, Eliel, Allinge
and co-workers1 remark that, ‘‘it is almost platitudinous to
say that a chemist who does not understand conformati
analysis does not understand organic chemistry. Even
area of physical chemistry related to molecular structure
physical properties has fallen heavily under the sway of c
formational concepts.’’ The years following this stateme
have witnessed a meteoric rise of the fields of molecu
mechanics andab initio quantum chemistry as a means
quantifying conformational considerations. The pinpoint d
termination of potential energy functions for large-amplitu
molecular motion, as hindered by barriers of various typ
remains a vexing problem for both theory and experime
however. In the complexity of high-resolution far-infrare
and Raman spectra lies an enormous wealth of informa
on the surfaces and dynamics of large-amplitude vibratio
provided the often insuperable inverse eigenvalue prob
can be unravelled to some degree—whether at the min
level of qualitative interpretation or in the extreme of rigo
ous quantum mechanical Hamiltonians applied to mult
mensional potential energy functions. Methods of molecu
quantum chemistry do not suffer from the inverse eigenva
dilemma and thus provide both complementary and comp
tive approaches, but achieving accuracy for relative ener
and conformational barriers to the level of about 1 cm21 has
heretofore been unreachable. The present investigatio
conformational energy prototypes, including the NH3, H2O,
and HNCO inversion barriers, the C2H6 torsional barrier, the
HCOOH E/Z rotamer separation, and the SiC2 barrier to
9750021-9606/98/108(23)/9751/14/$15.00
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linearity, conjoins the latest methods of electronic struct
theory with recent advances in computer technology in
renewed pursuit of the complete accuracy inherent in
basis set and electron correlation limits of the quant
chemical armamentarium.

Among the best contemporary theoretical schemes
general thermochemical predictions is the Gaussian-2
proach and its modifications,2 in which MP2, MP4, and
QCISD~T! energies from basis sets up tospd f in quality are
employed with certain additivity approximations, and an e
pirical correction depending linearly on the number
paired/unpaired electrons is utilized to account for deviatio
from the ab initio limit. Another scheme for empirically
based extrapolations toward this limit is the complete-ba
set ~CBS! model of Petersson and co-workers.3 The CBS
model chemistries feature basis-set extrapolations base
formulas for the asymptotic convergence of pair natural
bital expansions, progressively higher order correlation tre
ments with basis sets of decreasing size, and empirical
rections for zero-point energy, spin contamination, a
remaining correlation effects. Martin4 has developed anothe
empirical~three-parameter! energy correction scheme, whic
works for molecules having well-defineds andp bonds and
lone electron pairs. In addition, Siegbahn and co-worke5

have proposed a simple parametrized configuration inte
tion ~PCI-X! method which uses a single empirical scale fa
tor to estimateab initio limits from various correlation pro-
cedures with modest basis sets.

Recent advances have also been achieved in electr
structure methods which provide highly accurate therm
chemistry without empirical parametrization. Indispensa
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for such pursuits is an understanding of the asymptotic
havior of finite-order correlation energies with respect
basis-set augmentation, as examined in the helium-atom
chetype by Schwartz6 in 1962 and by Carrollet al.7 in 1979.
The analysis was extended by Kutzelnigg and Morgan8 in
1992 to second- and third-order energies of all possible t
electron atoms and also to MP2 energies of arbitr
n-electron atoms; in particular, coefficients were derived
the leading terms in the (l 11/2)2n partial-wave expansion
of the atomic correlation energy. Assuming saturation of
radial basis, the contribution toE(2) from angular momentum
l decays asymptotically as (l 11/2)24 for natural parity sin-
glet states, as (l 11/2)26 for triplet states, and as (l
11/2)28 for unnatural parity singlet states.

In molecular environments, systematic approach to o
particle limits is made possible by the correlation-consist
families of basis sets (cc-pVXZ, aug-cc-pVXZ, and
cc-pCVXZ! developed by Dunning and co-workers.9–12 Sev-
eral energy extrapolation formulas have been proposed
volving the cardinal number (X) in these series, which als
represents the highest spherical harmonic contained in
basis set. The assumption that incremental (X→X11) low-
erings of the total energy lie in a geometric progression
equivalent to extrapolation via the exponential form
Feller,13 viz.,

E5E`1ae2bX. ~1!

While this form appears operative for Hartree–Fock en
gies, computational evidence indicates that it underestim
correlation energy limits.14,15 The aforementioned partial
wave analyses suggest alternatives, but they rigorously a
only to expansions in which the radial space is first satura
for eachl , whereas the correlation-consistent basis sets
built up with radial and angular functions simultaneously
achieve an energy lowering balance. With due caution
identifying X with l , Helgaker, Klopper, Koch, and Noga14

have proposed a simple,integratedSchwartz expression fo
extrapolation of correlation energies,

E5E`1
b

X3 , ~2!

while Martin15 has chosen a phenomenological inver
power form for first-row species,

E5E`1
a

~X11/2!4 1
b

~X11/2!6 , ~3!

termed Schwartz4 (b50) or Schwartz6 (bÞ0).
Schemes for performingn-particle extrapolations to the

full configuration interaction limit also abound. Most per
nent here are two formulas16,17 for the total basis-set corre
lation energy («corr) involving the nth-order terms («n) of
the Mo” ller–Plesset~MP! perturbation series

«corr5
«21«3

12«4 /«2
, ~4!

and the shifted@2,1# Padéapproximant

«corr5
«2

2~«42«5!12«2«3~«42«3!1«3
2~«22«3!

~«22«3!~«42«5!2~«42«3!2 , ~5!
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which is based on the rational extrapolation

«21l«31l2«41l3«51¯'
a01a1l

11b1l1b2l2 . ~6!

Both schemes have been subjected to limited testing.18–20

The first formula only requires energies through fourth ord
but in our experience it frequently underestimates high
order contributions to relative energies. If fifth-order energ
can be obtained, Eq.~5! appears to be a much better estim
tor of the full CI limit, albeit less accurate than schem
which include both sixth-order energies and different form
las for monotonic vs. oscillatory series.20 Of course, the al-
ternative concept of combining explicit CI computatio
with perturbation theory by means of a variable threshold
configuration selection is well established.21–24 The effica-
cious convergence/extrapolation to the full configuration
teraction limit via a series of CI-PT computations of dimi
ishing threshold has been amply demonstrated in sev
recent studies.13,25–27 Finally, the most theoretically soun
approach to pinpointingab initio limits is probably provided
by R1228 or Gaussian geminal29,30 methods, which effec-
tively deal with the electron–electron cusp problem by e
ploying wave functions depending explicitly on interele
tronic distances.

In the present research, the dual extrapolation of rela
energy predictions to the one- andn-particleab initio limits
is performed within the focal-point scheme of Allen an
co-workers,31–35 whose characteristics generally include:~a!
use of a family of basis sets which systematically approac
completeness ~e.g., the cc-pVXZ, aug-cc-pVXZ, and
cc-pCVXZ sets!; ~b! application of low levels of theory with
prodigious basis sets~typically direct RHF and MP2 compu
tations with several hundred basis functions!; ~c! higher-
order valence correlation treatments@CCSDT, CCSD~T!,
BD~TQ!, MP4, and MP5# with the largest possible basis set
~d! layout of a two-dimensional extrapolation grid based
an assumed additivity of correlationincrementsto the energy
difference of concern; and~e! eschewal of empirical correc
tions. Previous focal-point work32 and numerous other theo
retical studies have shown that even in systems without
ticularly heavy atoms, account may also be needed for c
correlation32,36–39and relativistic phenomena,40–44as well as
the Born–Oppenheimer diagonal correction~BODC!.45,46

Therefore, auxiliary shifts for these effects have been
pended here to valence focal-point analyses not only to
sure the highest possible accuracy but also to enhance
understanding of their manifestations for conformational
ergy prototypes.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Because the~aug!-cc-p~C!VXZ correlation-consisten
families of basis sets9–12 approach completeness in a ve
systematic fashion, they were employed in the focal-po
extrapolations of the present study. Specifically, t
cc-pVXZ (X52 – 6), aug-cc-pVXZ (X53 – 5), and
cc-pCVXZ (X52 – 4) basis sets were utilized, whose co
tracted Gaussian orbitals for the@~C,N,O!/H# atoms range as
@3s2p1d /2s1p #→ @7s6p5d4 f 3g2h1i /6s5p4d3 f 2g1h # ,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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@5s4p3d2 f /4s3p2d#→ @7s6p5d4 f 3g2h /6s5p4d3 f 2g# ,
and @4s3p1d/2s1p#→@8s7p5d3 f 1g/4s3p2d1 f #, respec-
tively. In the~aug! extension of each cc-pVXZ basis, diffuse
@1s1p1d...1YX/1s1p...1YX21# sets, involving spherica
harmonics (Yl) with angular momentum quantum numbe
as large asl 5X, are appended for the description of molec
lar properties and spatially extended charge distributio
whereas the corresponding~C! augmentation includes tigh
[(X21)s, (X21)p, (X22)d, ...2YX22 , 1YX21# sets for
the heavy atoms with polarization functions throughl 5X
21 for the recovery of core correlation. In selected case
hybrid set denoted cc-pVTZ/DZ and constructed as@cc-
pVTZ/cc-pVDZ# for @~C,N,O!/H# was employed to decreas
the size of the molecular one-particle basis in higher-or
correlation treatments. The effect of this compromise
relative energies was found to be insignificant. Several
trapolation schemes were investigated for the estimation
total energies at the complete basis set limit, but the fi
predictions involved the fitting of (X54, 5, 6! sets of
cc-pVXZ RHF and MP2 energies to the functional forms
Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively.

Reference electronic wave functions were generally
termined by the single-configuration restricted Hartree–F
~RHF! method.47,48 Dynamical electron correlation was a
counted for by Mo” ller–Plesset perturbation theory from se
ond through fifth order~MP2–MP5!,48–50or by the coupled-
cluster ~CC! method51 including all single and double
~CCSD!51,52 and in cases triple excitations~CCSDT!.53 For
all molecules the CCSD~T! method,54 which includes a per-
turbative term@~T!# for connected triple excitations, was als
employed. Finally, for the HNCO molecule, agreement w
extrapolated MPn results was improved by extending th
coupled-cluster approach past the~T! augmentation, as pro
vided by the Brueckner doubles~BD! method55 with pertur-
bational estimates for both connected triple and quadru
excitations@BD~TQ!#.50 For valence focal-point correlatio
energy computations, the 1s core orbitals of the carbon, ni
trogen, and oxygen atoms were excluded from the ac
space, while no virtual orbitals were frozen. Core correlat
effects were then determined by means of all-electron tr
ments with the cc-pCVXZ basis sets. Extrapolation of th
MPn series17–20 was performed via shifted@2,1# Padéap-
proximants@Eq. ~5!# when fifth-order energies were avai
able. The program packagesPSI,56 GAUSSIAN94,57 and
ACESII58 were used for the electronic structure computatio

Analytic gradient techniques59 were utilized to obtain
optimum geometric structures at the cc-pVTZ or aug-
pVTZ unfrozen-core CCSD~T! level of theory, as specified
in the footnotes of the data tables to follow. These structu
were adopted for all electronic computations involved in
valence focal-point analyses and the auxiliary BODC, re
tivistic, and core correlation corrections. Comparison of
reference theoretical structures with available empiricalr e

andr m
r parameters for NH3,

60 H2O,61 HNCO,62 C2H6,
61 and

HCOOH61 reveals average discrepancies of only 0.002
and 0.08° for the bond distances and angles, excluding
questionable case ofr (C–H) for formic acid.

Relativistic effects were gauged by first-order perturb
tion theory applied to the one-electron mass-velocity a
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 157.181.193.139. Redistribution subject to A
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Darwin terms,40 as implemented for Hartree–Fock and co
related wave functions within theACESII program
system.44,58 Computation of the Born–Oppenheimer diag
nal correction~BODC! for potential energy surfaces was pe
formed at the Hartree–Fock level within the formalism
Handy, Yamaguchi, and Schaefer45 and by means of the
BORN program operating within thePSI package.56

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The valence focal-point analyses for the inversion ba
ers in NH3, H2O, and HNCO, the torsional barrier in C2H6,
and theE/Z isomerization energy in HCOOH are present
in Tables I–V, in order. The absolute total energies fro
which the relative energies derive are too extensive to
listed here but may be obtained from the authors upon
quest. Figure 1 is a representative plot of (X52 – 6)
cc-pVXZ RHF and MP2 total energies, as computed for t
lowest-energy (Z) conformer of formic acid. Auxiliary non-
Born–Oppenheimer~BODC!, relativistic, and core correla
tion shifts for the conformational energy prototypes are c
lected in Table VI. The results in these tables push theab
initio envelope well beyond the usual criterion for chemic
accuracy (1 kcal mol21) and provide lessons in the pursuit o
spectroscopic accuracy (1 cm21) by traditional electronic
structure methods.

A. The inversion barrier of ammonia

Myriad empirical and theoretical studies32,39,63–78have
addressed the inversion barrier associated with then2 um-
brella mode in ammonia. The earliest experimental attem
employed models where no or limited interaction was p
mitted between the inversion motion and complementary
brations. In subsequent work the model potential energy

FIG. 1. The cc-pVXZ series of RHF and MP2 total energies for theZ
conformer of formic acid determined at the unfrozen-core cc-pV
CCSD~T! optimum structure~Table V, footnote a!. The solid lines result
from fits of the (X52 – 6) RHF total energies and the (X54 – 6) MP2
correlation energies to Eqs.~1! and ~2! of the text, respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Valence focal-point analysis of the inversion barrier (DEe , cm21! of ammonia.a,b

DEe(RHF) d@MP2#

Series 1 Series 2

d@MP3# d@MP4# d@MP5# d@MP`# DEe(MP`) d@CCSD# d@CCSD~T!# d@CCSDT# DEe(CCSDT)

cc-pVDZ ~29!c 2505 1285 161 1121 26 14 2970 1101 185 15 2981
cc-pCVDZ ~33! 2485 1311 156 1123 29 15 2971 198 184 14 2982
cc-pVTZ ~72!c 1852 1220 132 1130 230 114 2218 188 165 11 2226
cc-pCVTZ ~85! 1861 1219 132 1133 232 114 2227 189 166 12 2237
aug-cc-pVTZ~115! 1647 1121 164 1108 @230# @114# †1924‡ 1129 138 12 1937
cc-pVQZ ~145! 1737 1141 127 1130 @230# @114# †2019‡ 192 153 @12# †2025‡
cc-pCVQZ ~174! 1737 1138 128 1130 @230# @114# †2017‡ 193 153 @12# †2023‡
aug-cc-pVQZ~218! 1629 178 155 1112 @230# @114# †1858‡ 1121 139 @12# †1869‡
cc-pV5Z ~256! 1649 186 146 1123 @230# @114# †1888‡ @1121# @139# @12# †1897‡
aug-cc-pV5Z~367! 1627 155 @146# @1123# @230# @114# †1835‡ @1121# @139# @12# †1844‡
cc-pV6Z ~413! 1632 157 @146# @1123# @230# @114# †1842‡ @1121# @139# @12# †1851‡
Extrapolation limit ~`!d 1628 124 @146# @1123# @230# @114# †1805‡ @1121# @139# @12# †1814‡

aThe symbold denotes theincrementin the relative energy (DEe) with respect to the preceding level of theory, as given by the competing higher-o
correlation series 1@RHF→MP2→MP3→MP4→MP5→MP`# and series 2@RHF→MP2→CCSD→CCSD~T!→CCSDT#. The higher-order correlation
increments listed in brackets are taken for the purpose of extrapolation from corresponding entries for smaller basis sets, thus yielding the netDEe values also
appearing in brackets. For each basis set the total number of contracted Gaussian functions is given in parentheses.

bAll total energies were computed at unfrozen-core aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD~T! optimized geometries:r (N–H)51.011 98 ~0.995 19! Å and /(H–N–H)
5106.686~120.0!° in the C3v(D3h) cases.

cThe corresponding cc-pVXZ$RHF,d@MP2#, d@CCSD#, d@CCSD~T!#%//cc-pVXZ CCSD~T! data are$2396, 480, 114, 113% and $1828, 250, 88, 69% cm21,
respectively, in theX5D andT cases.

dBased onX5(4, 5, 6) cc-pVXZ RHF and MP2 total energies fit, respectively, to Eqs.~1! and ~2! of the text.
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faces and rovibrational quantum mechanical treatme
became increasingly sophisticated. In a fully variational c
culation of the lower vibrational energy levels, based on
six-dimensional, simple potential and the Watson Ham
tonian, Maessenet al.66 arrived at a bare inversion barrier o
1810 cm21 by a fit to available spectroscopic data. Spir
and co-workers68 have empirically determined the inversio
barrier of NH3 from multiparameter potential fits of observe
(n1 ,n2

6 ,n3
l ,n4

l )5($0,1%, $06,16,26,36,46%, $00,11,22%, $00,
11,20,22%) vibrational levels to a nonrigid invertor Hamil
tonian. These and earlier63 procedures predicteffectiveone-
dimensional, vibrationally averaged barriers in the 20
610 cm21 range. The empirical analyses have differ
widely regarding the zero-point vibrational energy~ZPVE!
effect, inferring bare classical inversion barriers scatte
from 1794 to 1885 cm21.68 Ab initio work32 suggests that the
magnitude of the ZPVE correction is even larger. For
pyramidal form, DZP CISDTQ harmonic vibrationa
frequencies74 yield a complementary-mode ZPVE which
only 3.7% larger than the anharmonic result given by
highly accurate cc-pVQZ CCSD~T! complete quartic force
field of Martin, Lee, and Taylor.78 The same DZP CISDTQ
frequencies for planar ammonia, when scaled downward
3.7% for anharmonic effects and residual errors, predic
ZPVE correction of2244 cm21 for the inversion barrier,
which is adopted for the present work.

The early DZP CISD computations of Bunker an
co-workers73 gave a barrier height of 1995 cm21, in broad
agreement with the then available spectroscopic data. It
came clear quite early70,73 that the electron correlation con
tribution to the barrier is positive, its value being put arou
1120 cm21, but basis-set effects have persistently been
derestimated. Although the QZ2P RHF calculations of R
well and Radom72 were considered73 to be of near-Hartree–
Downloaded 24 Oct 2002 to 157.181.193.139. Redistribution subject to A
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Fock quality, present data~vide infra! indicate that the
resulting barrier height of 1822 cm21 is almost 200 cm21

above the HF limit. Perhaps the best currentab initio predic-
tions of the inversion barrier of ammonia, based on extens
computations with a variety of basis sets up to aug-cc-pV
in quality and correlation treatments as extensive
CCSD~T!, are those of Allen, East, and Csa´szár,32 and East
and Radom.39 The latter investigation arrived at a classic
barrier of 1821 cm21. Despite all of these studies, the firs
principles characterization of the inversion mode of amm
nia still attracts considerable interest.77

The present focal-point analysis of the inversion pro
lem for ammonia~Table I! begins with the cc-pVDZ basis
which yields quite severe overestimations of the barrier. T
cc-pVDZ RHF value of 2505 cm21 is increased to
2790 cm21 by second-order perturbation theory and then
2972 cm21 in fourth order before correlation convergence
observed. Both the cc-pVDZ MP̀and CCSDT barriers are
ca. 1000 cm21 too large as a consequence of basis set d
ciences, which are more severe for the diffuse lone elec
pair in the planar structure. As the one-particle basis is
larged, theDEe(RHF) andDEe(MP2) values exhibit a con-
spicuous and steady decrease over ranges of 900
1100 cm21, respectively. The persistent reduction of t
d @MP2# increment from approximately1300 cm21 to just
over 150 cm21 is striking. Augmentation of the cc-pVXZ
basis sets provides much more rapid convergence of the R
and MP2 barrier predictions; n.b., corresponding
aug-cc-pVXZ and cc-pV(X11)Z results are in close agree
ment. Nonetheless, the variations in Table I demonstrate
the inversion barrier of ammonia is not predicted to with
50 cm21 until the aug-cc-pV5Z or cc-pV6Z basis set is em
ployed!

Contrary to the one-particle convergence behavior,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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competing electron correlation series for the inversion bar
of ammonia approach limiting values relatively rapidly. T
net MP2→MP4 and MP2→CCSD~T! barrier shifts are1162
and1153 cm21, respectively, in the representative cc-pVT
case. In accord with the assumptions of the focal-po
scheme, the basis set dependence of such higher-order
relation increments is modest, as exemplified
cc-pVTZ→cc-pV5Z variations ind@MP3# and d@MP4# of
less than 20 and 10 cm21, in order. The highest-order cc
pVTZ ~d@MP5#, d@MP`#, d@CCSDT#! set of contributions is
only (230,114,11! cm21, and the corresponding CCSD
and extrapolated MP̀barriers differ by only 8 cm21. More-
over, the valence focal-point results for series 1 and 2 ag
within 9 cm21 for all basis sets larger than aug-cc-pVT
suggesting their propinquity to the full-CI limit. Such com
forting agreement is indeed consistent with earl
observations32 that the DZP CCSD~T! barrier differs from
the complete DZP CISDTQ prediction74 by a mere 1 cm21.

The cc-pVXZ and aug-cc-pVXZ sequencies of Hartree
Fock total energies and second-order correlation ener
were subjected to various extrapolation procedures to ob
` RHF and` MP2 estimates. The exponential form of E
~1! appears operative in the RHF series, and its applicatio
the cc-pVXZ (X54, 5, 6! data predicts the (C3v,D3h)
Hartree–Fock limiting values (256.224 95, 256.217 54!
Eh, or 1628 cm21 for the barrier. However, the falloff of the
MP2 correlation energies is indeed much slower than ex
nential ~vide supra!, prompting alternative fits of the
cc-pVXZ or aug-cc-pVXZ data not only to Eq.~2! but also to
the SchwartzK(lmn) and aug-SchwartzK(lmn) variants of
Martin.15 Such exploratory fits, supplemented by sensitiv
tests for the exclusion of individual points, indicate that t
valence second-order correlation energy cannot be extr
lated fromX55 or 6 to infinity with an accuracy better tha
about 0.4mEh and that an uncertainty of620 cm21 be-
comes inherent in the estimatedd@MP2# limits for the bar-
rier. The rms error for the fit of the cc-pVXZ (X54, 5, 6!
data to Eq.~2! is an order of magnitude better than in th
aug-cc-pVXZ (X53, 4, 5! case, and the cc-pVXZ d@MP2#
limit derived therefrom (124 cm21) is intermediate among
the sundry extrapolation estimates. Hence,
124 cm21 `MP2 increment has been adopted for the fin
focal-point extrapolation in Table I, which yields vibration
less barriers for series 1 and 2 of 1805 and 1814 cm21, re-
spectively.

Because the inversion of ammonia entailssp rehybrid-
ization at the nitrogen center and associated changes in
penetration effects and core–valence interactions, both
relativistic and core correlation shifts of the barrier~Table
VI ! are non-negligible at the level of precision sought in t
study. The relativistic shift is just under123 cm21, varying
only 0.1 cm21 among the cc-pVTZ RHF, MP2, and CCS
results. The core correlation effect is substantially larger
acts in the opposite direction. The cc-pCVTZ MP2, CCS
and CCSD~T! predictions all lie between253 and
256 cm21, suggesting that second-order perturbation the
is sufficient for recovering core correlation effects onrelative
energies along the inversion path. Accordingly, we adop
final prediction of264 cm21, as given by the MP2 metho
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with the larger cc-pCVQZ basis set. The BODC correcti
(210.7 cm21) provides a slight augmentation to this shift

The final theoretical value for the classical inversion b
rier of ammonia is obtained by adding the average vale
focal-point result to the auxiliary corrections:DEe51810
12326421151758 cm21 (5.026 kcal mol21). Among the
scattered empirical inversion barrier heights, the set ofeffec-
tive one-dimensional spectroscopic results in the 2018610
cm21 interval63,68 now exhibits the best agreement wi
theory, provided the aforementionedab initio correction of
2244 cm21 is adopted for zero-point vibrations to shift th
range to 1774610 cm21. With the theoretical improvement
achieved here for the classical barrier, any further resolu
of the inversion problem in ammonia should await an e
plicit high-level ab initio treatment of the anharmonicity o
the complementary modes of vibration in the pyramidal
the planar structure.

B. The inversion barrier of water

Due to the special role the water molecule plays in
physics and chemistry of the atmospheres of planets
stars,79 of the interstellar medium, and of combustion sy
tems, an enormous number of experimental and theore
studies14,79–95 have explored the ground-state potential e
ergy surface of free water. A salient aspect of the surfac
the barrier to linearity. Although this inversion barrier
about six times larger than that of ammonia, its effect on
excited-state vibrational dynamics of the bending mode
been observed repeatedly in computations by b
perturbational80–82 and variational85,86 techniques. Even in
variational approaches, a breakdown occurs after more
4 quanta appear in the bending mode if the chosen ana
form of the potential does not have the correct behavio
linearity. Increased spectroscopic capabilities for the de
tion of higher-lying bending states87,88 bring the precise de-
termination of the inversion barrier within reach. Noneth
less, few of the detailedab initio studies of water14,76,81,89–95

have addressed the barrier to linearity of this prototy
prompting the current focal-point analysis in Table II.

As observed for ammonia, extension of the one-parti
basis set systematically lowers the inversion barrier to ap
ent convergence, and augmentation with diffuse functio
provides a critical improvement which makes analogo
aug-cc-pVXZ and cc-pV(X11)Z results comparable. As
particular case, the cc-pVQZ overestimation of the extra
lated RHF barrier (11 246 cm21) is 104 cm21, whereas both
the aug-cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5Z RHF results lie with
8 cm21 of this inferred limit. Thed@MP2# increment exhibits
dramatic changes over the basis set series, transform
steadily from a large positive value (1352 cm21) with the
small cc-pVDZ basis to a large negative valu
(2305 cm21) in the cc-pV6Z case. As demonstrated by t
cc-pV5Z→cc-pV6Z change ind@MP2# of 48 cm21, clear
convergence of the first correlation increment to the barrie
not observed even after extension of the basis thro
@7s6p5d4 f 3g2h1i /6s5p4d3 f 2g1h# quality.

The higher-order electron correlation contributions to t
water barrier are small, and notwithstanding the torpid c
vergence at the MP2 level, they are relatively insensitive
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Valence focal-point analysis of the inversion barrier~DEe, cm21! of water.a

DEe(RHF) d@MP2#

Series 1 Series 2

d@MP3# d@MP4# d@MP5# d@MP`# DEe(MP`) d@CCSD# d@CCSD~T!# d@CCSDT# DEe(CCSDT)

cc-pVDZ ~24!b 12 206 1352 1117 1155 22 15 12 833 1173 194 16 12 831
cc-pCVDZ ~28! 12 176 1396 1114 1162 27 16 12 837 1165 194 15 12 836
cc-pVTZ ~58!b 11 519 1102 187 1180 243 118 11 863 1189 154 12 11 866
cc-pCVTZ ~71! 11 521 1102 189 1186 249 120 11 870 1193 156 12 11 874
aug-cc-pVTZ~92! 11 280 2144 1161 179 124 21 11 399 1266 211 13 11 394
cc-pVQZ ~115! 11 350 2128 195 1151 @124# @21# †11 491‡ 1212 117 13 11 454
cc-pCVQZ ~144! 11 351 2134 197 1152 @124# @21# †11 489‡ 1214 117 @13# †11 451‡
aug-cc-pVQZ~172! 11 254 2267 1145 186 @124# @21# †11 241‡ 1257 215 @13# †11 232‡
cc-pV5Z ~201! 11 248 2257 1133 1114 @124# @21# †11 261‡ 1250 25 @13# †11 239‡
aug-cc-pV5Z~287! 11 249 2301 1149 193 @124# @21# †11 213‡ @1250# @25# @13# †11 196‡
cc-pV6Z ~322! 11 245 2305 @1149# @193# @124# @21# †11 205‡ @1250# @25# @13# †11 188‡
Extrapolation limit ~`!c 11 246 2382 @1149# @193# @124# @21# †11 129‡ @1250# @25# @13# †11 112‡

aAll total energies were computed at unfrozen-core aug-cc-pVTZ CCSD~T! optimized geometries:r (O–H)50.958 85 ~0.934 11! Å and /(H–O–H)
5104.343~180.0!° in the C2v(D`h) cases. See footnote a of Table I for an explanation of the layout of the focal-point analysis.

bThe corresponding cc-pVXZ$RHF,d@MP2#, d@CCSD#, d@CCSD~T!#%//cc-pVXZ CCSD~T! data are$12094, 505, 167, 106% and $11491, 134, 182, 58% cm21,
respectively, in theX5D and T cases.

cBased on (X54, 5, 6! cc-pVXZ RHF and MP2 total energies fit, respectively, to Eqs.~1! and ~2! of the text.
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the underlying basis set. For example, although the (X53, 4,
5! cc-pVXZ d@CCSD~T!# values of (154, 117, 25! cm21,
in order, show non-negligible variation, the correspond
(X53, 4! aug-cc-pVXZ increments of (211,215! cm21 are
virtually constant. In correlation series~1, 2! the terms past
~MP4, CCSD! amount to only (123, 28! cm21 in the aug-
cc-pVTZ case, and the resultingDEe(MP`) and
DEe(CCSDT) values differ by a mere 5 cm21. Moreover,
the focal-point extrapolation estimates from the perturbat
and coupled-cluster series agree to within 17 cm21. Finally,
due to error cancellation Hartree–Fock theory happens
give a very accurate barrier height, the disparity between
RHF and CCSDTDEe values being as small as 9 cm21 ~cc-
pV5Z case! and always less than 1%.

Sundry extrapolation schemes for ascertaining
complete-basis RHF and MP2 limits were also investiga
for water. A fit of the exponential form of Eq.~1! to the
(X54, 5, 6! cc-pVXZ RHF total energies gives
(276.0673,276.0161! Eh for the (C2v,D`h) forms, consis-
tent with previous Hartree–Fock estimates14,89 for the bent
structure. All-electron extrapolated energies already exist
water at different levels of electron correlation theory,14 but
our concern here is the valence focal-point analysis of r
tive energies. In the frozen-core MP2 case, the (X54, 5, 6!
cc-pVXZ correlation energies once again satisfy Eq.~2!
much better than the (X53, 4, 5! aug-cc-pVXZ set, provid-
ing the extrapolatedd@MP2# increment of2382 cm21 as-
sumed for the inversion barrier in Table II. As in the amm
nia case, other treatments of the data suggest size
uncertainties (60.5mEh) in the extrapolated second-ord
correlation energies. The alternated@MP2# values tend to be
smaller in magnitude than in the preferred extrapolati
ranging downward to2320 cm21. The final focal-point re-
sults from series 1 and 2 for the inversion barrier beco
11 129 and 11 112 cm21, respectively, with uncertainties o
perhaps660 cm21.

The relativistic correction for the inversion barrier
water~Table VI! is a positive number about twice as large
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that of ammonia, in part because there aretwo stereochemi-
cally active lone electron pairs experiencingsp
rehybridization.96 The cc-pVTZ RHF, MP2, CCSD, and
CCSD~T! predictions, as well as the cc-pVQZ CCSD resu
all lie between152 and157 cm21. Likewise, the core cor-
relation shift of the water barrier is substantially larger th
for ammonia but not particularly sensitive to the level
theory. Considering the agreement among the MP2, CC
and CCSD~T! values for the cc-pCVTZ basis, the MP2 resu
of 2106 cm21 for the larger cc-pCVQZ set is adopted her
Therefore, the negative core correlation term, aided by
smaller~albeit significant! BODC shift of 217 cm21, again
overcompensates for the positive relativistic correction. P
tridge and Schwenke89 have found that the sign and magn
tude of the core correlation effect on the potential ene
surface of water is strongly dependent on the geometry; t
core correlation shift for the barrier is very similar to ours.
conclusion, the final prediction for the classical inversi
barrier of water, assuming preference for the coupl
cluster valence focal-point series~Table II!, is
DEe511 1122106157217511 046 cm21, or 31.58 kcal
mol21, perhaps with a60.2 kcal mol21 uncertainty. By
comparison, the very recent, high-quality PJT2 spectrosco
potential83,97 exhibits a 31.35 kcal mol21 barrier, presenting
only a very modest discrepancy for further resolution.

C. The inversion barrier of isocyanic acid

Widespread research has focused on the isocyanic
molecule ~HNCO! because of its role in the combustio
chemistry of the RAPRENOx process, its emergence as
prototype for state-to-state reaction dynamics and mo
selective chemistry, its quasilinear spectroscopic behav
and its presence in galactic radiation sources,inter
alia.62,98,99 The infrared spectrum of HNCO exhibits man
challenging features and fascinating anomalies, most not
among the low-frequency vibrations, which experience la
Coriolis coupling and centrifugal distortion engendered
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Valence focal-point analysis of the inversion barrier (DEe , cm21! of isocyanic acid.a

DEe(RHF) d@MP2#

Series 1 Series 2

d@MP3# d@MP4# d@MP5# d@MP`# DEe(MP`) d@CCSD# d@CCSD~T!# d@BD~TQ!# DEe@BD~TQ!#

cc-pVDZ ~47!b 1845 1455 2125 1433 2254 1111 2465 12 1188 227 2463
cc-pCVDZ ~59! 1794 1500 2137 1438 2264 1115 2446 210 1187 229 2443
cc-pVTZ/DZ ~95! 1569 1201 2115 1395 119 1151 @227# †1913‡
cc-pVTZ ~104! 1569 1267 2113 1382 @2254# @1111# †1962‡ 15 1157 @227# †1971‡
cc-pCVTZ ~143! 1567 1303 2113 12 1160
aug-cc-pVTZ~161! 1583 1276 2106 1370 114 1145
cc-pVQZ ~195! 1568 1201 2117 1378 @2254# @1111# †1887‡ 14 1150 @227# †1896‡
cc-pCVQZ ~282! 1567 1217 2120
aug-cc-pVQZ~286! 1575 1197 2121 1373 @14# @1150#
cc-pV5Z ~328! 1564 1189 2117 @1378# @2254# @1111# †1871‡ @14# @1150# @227# †1880‡
cc-pV6Z ~511! 1569 1174 @2117# @1378# @2254# @1111# †1861‡ @14# @1150# @227# †1870‡
Extrapolation limit ~`!c 1570 1167 @2117# @1378# @2254# @1111# †1855‡ @14# @1150# @227# †1864‡

aAll total energies were computed at unfrozen-core cc-pVTZ CCSD~T! optimized geometries:r (N–H)51.002 66 ~0.984 73! Å, r (NvC)51.216 49
~1.179 37! Å, r (CvO)51.166 83~1.176 80! Å, /(H–NvC)5123.13~180.0!°, and/(NvCvO)5172.27~180.0!° in theCs(C`v) cases. See footnote
of Table I for an explanation of the layout of the focal-point analysis; however, correlation series 2 here is@RHF→MP2→CCSD→CCSD~T!→BD~TQ!#.

bThe corresponding cc-pVDZ$RHF,d@MP2#, d@CCSD#, d@CCSD~T!#%//cc-pVDZ CCSD~T! data are$1870, 405, 43, 190% cm21.
cBased on (X54, 5, 6! cc-pVXZ RHF and MP2 total energies fit, respectively, to Eqs.~1! and ~2! of the text.
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the broad, flatH–N–C bending potential. These phenome
hinge on the barrier to linearity. Early spectroscopic work100

suggested a value of 36006200 cm21 for this inversion bar-
rier. Several ab initio investigations32,62,101 subsequently
established a much lower barrier near that of ammo
and a preliminary focal-point analysis,32,62 including
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! and PZ(3d2 f ,2p1d) MP2 com-
putations, predicted a height of 5.7 kcal mol21 ~2000 cm21!.
Then in 1995 a semirigid bender analysis102 was performed
on 543 ground-state rotational transitions, yielding an eff
tive barrier of 1899 cm21. While the disparity between
theory and experiment has thus diminished, no consen
exists on the precise barrier height.

Because the inversion of configuration at the nitrog
center is strongly coupled to electronic structural rearran
ments in thep network of the NCO moiety, this problem
provides a severe challenge forab initio methods. The key
manifestation of thisp network coupling is focal-point be
havior of the barrier~Table III! which is opposite that in the
ammonia and water cases: modest one-particle basis se
pendence but higher-order correlation series refractory
ward convergence. The cc-pVDZ RHF barrier to linearity
1845 cm21, whereas the successive MPn correlation incre-
ments from second through fifth order (1455,2125,1433,
2254 cm21, in order! are strongly oscillatory, the net cc
pVDZ MP5 barrier being 2354 cm21. The lack of conver-
gence in the successive cc-pVDZ MPn predictions is some-
what disconcerting and is substantiated by the1111 cm21

value predicted via shifted Pade´ @2,1# approximants@Eq. ~5!#
for the remaining correlation error at fifth order. The es
mated cc-pVDZ MP̀ value (2465 cm21) is supported by the
remarkable agreement with the result (2463 cm21) derived
from series 2, but it is necessary to extend the coup
cluster treatment from CCSD~T! to the BD~TQ! level to
achieve this accord. Despite the protracted correlation c
vergence of the barrier, both CASSCF andt1 CCSD diag-
nostics reveal that HNCO does not exhibit a very high
gree of multireference character.62
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The contrasting approach to the complete basis set l
is evident first in the cc-pVXZ RHF sequence of inversion
barriers. Application of Eq.~1! to the (X54, 5, 6! cc-pVXZ
RHF data predicts2167.8450 (2167.8378) Eh as the
Hartree–Fock limit for bent~linear! HNCO, thus providing
an extrapolated barrier of 1570 cm21 ~Table III!. Beginning
with the small, mixed cc-pVTZ/DZ basis set, the comput
RHF barriers do not deviate more than 13 cm21 from the
inferred limit, an unusual consistency rivaled in this stu
only by ethane. Past the cc-pVTZ/DZ point, thed@MP2# con-
tribution rises to 1303 cm21 before settling near
1167 cm21, but its convergence is far more rapid than in t
NH3 and H2O cases. The partitioning of the higher-ord
correlation increments is quite stable throughout the en
basis set sequence; e.g., thed@MP3# term lies between2106
and 2125 cm21 in all cases except cc-pCVDZ. In the en
the valence focal-point extrapolation of series~1, 2! yields a
barrier of ~1855, 1864! cm21, with a preference perhaps fo
the series 2 result due to better correlation convergence

As expected, the auxiliary corrections for HNCO a
quite similar to their NH3 counterparts, although the magn
tudes of the adopted~cc-pVTZ CCSD! relativistic and~cc-
pCVQZ MP2! core correlation shifts are about 30% large
The BODC effect (ca.210 cm21) is virtually identical for
the two molecules. The final prediction for the classical
version barrier of HNCO is thusDEe51864285131210
51800 cm21, or 5.1 kcal mol21, which is about
0.6 kcal mol21 smaller than the best previous theoretic
result.32,62Comparison with the recent empirical barrier102 of
1899 cm21 is clouded by uncertainty over the zero-point a
eraging implicit in the semirigid bender~SRB! Hamiltonian,
which generally does not treat vibrations complementary
the large-amplitude mode and specifically neglects the c
siderable Coriolis interactions among the lowest bending l
els of HNCO. Harmonic vibrational frequencies are availa
from the DZ(d,p) RHF method for both linear and ben
HNCO.62 For the bent structure, thesev i values predict an
overall ZPVE~HNCO! which must be scaled byt50.934 to
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE IV. Valence focal-point analysis of the torsional barrier (DEe , cm21! of ethane.a

DEe(RHF) d@MP2#

Series 1 Series 2

d@MP3# d@MP4# d@MP5# d@MP`# DEe(MP`) d@CCSD# d@CCSD~T!# d@CCSDT# DEe(CCSDT)

cc-pVDZ ~58! 1153 213 237 15 26 21 1101 243 230 133 1101
cc-pCVDZ ~66! 1151 211 237 16 27 0 1102 243 15 21 1101
cc-pVTZ/DZ ~90! 1085 246 231 21 230 25 21 1003
cc-pVTZ ~144! 1061 245 231 23 @26# @21# †975‡ 230 27 21 978
cc-pCVTZ ~170! 1059 248 232 23 @26# @21# †969‡ 230 27 @21# †973‡
aug-cc-pVTZ~230! 1063 252 233 25 @26# @21# †966‡ 233 28 @21# †969‡
cc-pVQZ ~290! 1062 270 231 25 @26# @21# †949‡ @233# @28# @21# †950‡
cc-pCVQZ ~348! 1063 270
aug-cc-pVQZ~436! 1063 273 230 @25# @26# @21# †948‡ @233# @28# @21# †948‡
cc-pV5Z ~512! 1063 268 @230# @25# @26# @21# †953‡ @233# @28# @21# †953‡
cc-pV6Z ~826! 1063 @268# @230# @25# @26# @21# †953‡ @233# @28# @21# †953‡
Extrapolation limit ~`!b 1063 @268# @230# @25# @26# @21# †953‡ @233# @28# @21# †953‡

aThe total energies were computed at unfrozen-core cc-pVTZ CCSD~T! optimized geometries:r (CvC)51.522 99 ~1.537 26! Å, r (C–H)51.088 15
~1.087 08! Å and /(C–C–H)5111.128~111.576!° in the D3d(D3h) cases. See footnote a of Table I for an explanation of the layout of the focal-p
analysis.

bBased on (X54, 5, 6! cc-pVXZ RHF total energies fit to Eq.~1! of the text, as well as assumed convergence of the cc-pV5Zd@MP2# increment.
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reproduce the accurate, anharmonic result (4675 cm21)62

surmised for this quantity. If the (v4 ,v5) bending mode is
selected for assignment to the SRB large-amplitude coo
nate, then the DZ(d,p) RHF frequency sets, scaled byt,
predict a (1252,1120) cm21 zero-point effect on the bar
rier. In brief, the empirical barrier should translate into
vibrationless barrier in the 1600– 1800 cm21 range, whose
upper but not lower portions would be in acceptable acc
with our best focal-point extrapolation.

D. The torsional barrier of ethane

Paramount in vibrational studies of large-amplitude m
tion and in the calibration of molecular mechanics metho
is the determination of conformational energy differences
small hydrocarbons and their chemical derivatives. The
sional barrier for restricted rotation about the C–C sin
bond in ethane constitutes a paradigm extensively stu
over the last 60 years.32,76,103–114Early measurements of hea
capacities pointed to an effective barrier of 962 cm21.104 In
the late 1960s, Weiss and Leroi108 observed the torsiona
fundamentals and several hot bands of C2H6, CH3CD3, and
C2D6, accounting for all of them with a one-term mod
potential exhibiting a barrier of 1024 cm21. In 1988,
Moazzen-Ahmadiet al.109 recorded and assigned 204(DJ
561) infrared transitions between 225 and 340 cm21

within the n4 fundamental and 2n4–n4 difference bands,
subsequently applying a reduced vibration–torsion–rota
Hamiltonian to derive an empirical torsional potent
with the Fourier coefficients (V3 ,V6)5(1011.890, 11.768!
cm21. Two years earlier, Fantoni and co-workers110 had
identified a series of unresolvedQ branches within the 2n4 ,
3n4–n4 , 4n4– 2n4 , and 5n4– 3n4 manifolds of the pure tor-
sional Raman spectrum, thus probing vibrational states
tending to the top of the torsional barrier and finding acc
with a very similar Fourier potential. Accordingly, the be
available effective torsional barrier (V3) of ethane from ex-
periment is 1012 cm21, which must be corrected for th
zero-point vibrational energy of complementary modes
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fore comparison with theory. For this purpos
PZ(3d2 f ,2p1d) MP2 harmonic frequencies of staggere
and eclipsed ethane may be employed,32 giving a259 cm21

vibrational shift and a bare empirical barrier of 953 cm21.
Theoretical considerations of internal rotation in etha

extend back to the ‘‘precomputer’’ work reviewed b
Pitzer104 and also include modern electronic structure ana
ses of the origin of the barrier.106 Various ab initio
computations76,114 on ethane have also appeared, but re
tively little work has incorporated substantial treatments
electron correlation. One high-quality prediction of the ba
torsional barrier is 964 cm21,32 achieved by appending
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d)→PZ(3d2 f ,2p1d) MP2 basis set shift to a
QZ(2d1 f ,2p1d) CCSD~T! result.

The current focal-point layout of the ethane barr
~Table IV! displays the most facile convergence toward t
one- andn-particle limits seen in this study. Although th
cc-pVDZ RHF barrier is 90 cm21 too high, all basis sets pas
cc-pVTZ/DZ give RHF results within 4 cm21 of the inferred
Hartree–Fock limit given by the extrapolated total energ
279.2667(D3d) and 279.2619(D3h) Eh. The correspond-
ing variation of the second-order correlation increment
considerably greater, approaching an apparent limit
268 cm21 rather slowly. In contrast, both thed@MP3# and
d@CCSD# values of about230 cm21 are remarkably stable
consistent with the focal-point trends repeatedly obser
here. The higher-orderd@MP4#, d@MP5#, d@CCSD~T!#, and
d@CCSDT# terms are generally much less than 10 cm21, all
becoming negative with larger basis sets. However,
anomalously large, albeit compensating, cc-pVD
d@CCSD~T!# and d@CCSDT# values point out a danger in
computing higher-order correlation increments with insu
ciently flexible basis sets, even in well-behaved cases suc
ethane. Finally, the equivalence of the net extrapolated
riers for series 1 and 2~953 cm21) is remarkable.

Since rehybridization of valence electron pairs does
accompany torsional motion in ethane, both the relativis
(11.5 cm21) and core correlation (14 cm21) corrections to
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the barrier are minuscule. In addition, the BODC effe
(20.5 cm21) is negligible. Applying these small shifts to th
average valence focal-point barrier yields the final res
DEe595311.51420.55958 cm21 (2.74 kcal mol21), in
excellent accord with the empirical value (953 cm21) in-
ferred above. More extensive spectroscopic resolution,
signment, and fitting of torsional eigenstates, as well as
improved accounting of zero-point vibrational effects,
needed to reduce the small 5 cm21 disparity. Nonetheless
the current accord for the ethane prototype, actualized by
nearly ideal focal-point convergence and the diminutive a
iliary shifts established here, presages the eventual comp
tion of conformational barriers in small hydrocarbons to t
10 cm21 level or better.

E. The E/Z rotamer separation of formic acid

As a fundamental building block of amino acids, th
carboxylic functional group has been a prime target of c
formational analysis. Recent theoretical studies115–117 have
shown that the factors heavily influencing the conformatio
energetics of simple neutral amino acids include not o
various hydrogen bonding interactions but also the isom
ization energy of the –COOH group. The prototype of th
moiety is formic acid~HCOOH!, one of the simplest mol-
ecules exhibiting rotational isomerism. Due to the deloc
ization of p electrons, both rotamers of HCOOH are plan
exhibiting Z/E arrangements of the carboxylic group,
trans/cisorientations of the hydrogen atoms. Extensive m
crowave spectroscopy118–120on formic acid isotopomers ha
established the geometric structures of both conform
Infrared121–124 and Raman125 investigations have provide
detailed vibrational assignments not only for formic ac
monomers but also for its dimers, which are readily form
in the gas phase. TheE/Z rotamer separation was the obje
of early disputes, but in 1976 microwave relative intens
measurements by Hocking118 placed the E form 1365
630 cm21 (3.9060.09 kcal mol21) above its predominant
naturally occurring (Z) counterpart. This value remains un
contested and has been accepted in calibrations of mole
mechanics force fields.126,127Ostensibly the origin of theE/Z
separation is intramolecular hydrogen bonding, but a sim
energy difference in methylformate discounts this simple
planation, necessitating other plausible proposals.128–130

The numerous theoretical studies128,131–135prior to 1996
on geometric structures, vibrational force fields, and con
mational energies of formic acid produced over thirty se
rate results for theE/Z isomerization energy, by means o
sundry basis sets and established electronic structure m
ods including RHF, TCSCF, MP2-MP4, CEPA, and DF
The Hartree–Fock predictions with basis sets up to 6-
1G** in quality placed theE form as low as 1900 cm21

above theZ minimum, but the rest of the uncorrelated valu
scattered higher over a range greater than 1000 cm21. Cor-
relation effects preferentially stabilize theE form; however,
no MPn or DFT treatments reported prior to 1996 reduc
the energy separation below 1600 cm21.128,134,135

Accounting for zero-point vibrational effects fails to re
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solve the apparent discrepancy between theory and ex
ment. In particular, 4-31G and DZ RHF vibration
analyses132 have given anE–Z difference in ZPVE of
190 cm21, whereas more recent 6-31G** MP2 and DZVP2
NLSD harmonic frequencies134 predict comparable magni
tudes but opposite signs, viz.,298 and291 cm21, respec-
tively. This disparity led us to reevaluate the ZPVE effect
computing fully optimized cc-pVTZ MP2 harmonic frequen
cies $v12v9%: $3761, 3123, 1819, 1421, 1318, 1138, 62
1070, 688% cm21 for Z-HCOOH and $3836, 3035, 1856,
1435, 1286, 1130, 661, 1046, 529% cm21 for E-HCOOH. The
higher-energyE form has larger O–H and CvO stretching
frequencies but smaller C–H stretching and torsional f
quencies, giving anE–Z harmonic ZPVE difference of
276 cm21. For theZ rotamer the cc-pVTZ MP2v i values
overestimate the empirical fundamentals121–123 by only 4%
on average, bolstering confidence in the theoretical ZP
shift and reducing concerns over anharmonic effects, wh
proper reckoning is not feasible here. In summary, the e
pirical E/Z energy difference of Hocking118 should corre-
spond to a vibrationless separation near 1440630 cm21,
well below the aforementioned spectrum of theoretical p
dictions.

The preliminary focal-point analysis by Csa´szár117 in
1996, which employed correlation-consistent basis sets
selected CCSD~T! computations, provided the firstab initio
E/Z energy differences significantly below 1600 cm21. This
treatment is extended considerably toward completenes
the data in Table V. At the RHF level, theE/Z separation
starts near 2000 cm21 but falls precipitously with basis se
augmentation. Even the cc-pVTZ→cc-pVQZ extension pro-
vides a substantial drop (73 cm21) in DEe(E2Z), although
subsequent reductions in the cc-pVXZ series amount to only
25 cm21. The cc-pVXZ exponential extrapolations yield
2188.8603(Z) and 2188.8528(E) as estimates of the
Hartree–Fock limit inEh, corresponding to a rotamer sep
ration of 1643 cm21. Modest acceleration toward this limit i
achieved by augmentation of the basis with diffuse she
which in the X5$3, 4, 5% cases results in~diminishing!
DEe(RHF) lowerings of $284,224,28% cm21, in order,
and near equivalence of aug-cc-pVXZ and cc-pV(X11)Z
predictions. Thed@MP2# increment, which exhibits remark
ably little variation, apparently converges to2153 cm21,
virtually the same value given by the cc-pVTZ basis set.
behavior is in stark contrast to that of the second-order c
relation increment for the inversion barriers of NH3 and
H2O, an observation suggesting that even though the oxy
lone pairs of formic acid have different repulsive interactio
in the E andZ rotamers, there are no substantial differenc
in electronic structure.

The correlation increments pastd@MP2# for the E/Z
separation of formic acid are generally larger than in
nearly ideal case of internal rotation in ethane, but not s
nificantly so. The net@MP2→MP4,MP2→CCSD~T!# shifts
are (243, 248! cm21 for the cc-pVDZ basis, but only
(225,29! cm21 for the aug-cc-pVTZ set. The extrapolatio
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Valence focal-point analysis of theE/Z rotamer separation (DEe , cm21! of formic acid.a

DEe(RHF) d@MP2#

Series 1 Series 2

d@MP3# d@MP4# d@MP5# d@MP`# DEe(MP`) d@CCSD# d@CCSD~T!# d@CCSDT# DEe(CCSDT)

cc-pVDZ ~52! 1995 2120 285 142 242 114 1804 248 0 211 1816
cc-pCVDZ ~64! 1992 2120 283 141 242 114 1802 246 21 211 1814
cc-pVTZ/DZ ~100! 1784 2106 253 125 @242# @114# †1622‡ 226 26 28 1638
cc-pVTZ ~118! 1741 2152 243 115 @242# @114# †1533‡ 213 210 @28# †1558‡
cc-pCVTZ ~157! 1735 2151 213 211 @28# †1552‡
aug-cc-pVTZ~184! 1657 2171 218 27 14 213 @28# †1469‡
cc-pVQZ ~225! 1668 2150 224 15 @242# @114# †1471‡ 11 212 @28# †1499‡
cc-pCVQZ ~312! 1668 2151
aug-cc-pVQZ~332! 1644 2157 213 @15#
cc-pV5Z ~383! 1651 2151 @213# @15# @242# @114# †1464‡ @11# @212# @28# †1481‡
aug-cc-pV5Z~541! 1643 2152 @213# @15# @11# @212# @28# †1472‡
cc-pV6Z ~602! 1645 2152 @213# @15# @242# @114# †1457‡ @11# @212# @28# †1474‡
Extrapolation limit ~`!b 1643 2153 @213# @15# @242# @114# †1454‡ @11# @212# @28# †1471‡

aAll total energies were computed at unfrozen-core cc-pVTZ CCSD~T! optimized geometries:r (C–H)51.089 13 ~1.095 46! Å, r (CvO)51.199 06
~1.192 69! Å, r (C–O)51.342 66~1.348 98! Å, r (O–H)50.966 95~0.961 63! Å, /(H–CvO)5125.141~123.892!°, /(OvC–O)5125.057~122.629!°,
/(C–O–H)5106.320~108.580!°, and /(OvC–O–H)50 ~180!° in the Z(E) cases. See footnote a of Table I for an explanation of the layout of
focal-point analysis.

bBased on (X54, 5, 6! cc-pVXZ RHF and MP2 energies fit, respectively, to Eqs.~1! and ~2! of the text.
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from MP4 to MP̀ is only possible in the cc-pVDZ and
cc-pCVDZ cases, in which this higher-order effect is p
dicted to be228 cm21. Considering the observed diminu
tion of the third- and fourth-order correlation shifts with b
sis set augmentation, this228 cm21 estimate is probably too
large;n.b., the corresponding CCSD~T!→CCSDT change is
only 211 cm21. Accordingly, the difference between the s
ries 1 and 2 extrapolations is larger on a percentage basi
formic acid than in the other systems analyzed above.
suming preference for the coupled-cluster approach, a fi
valence focal-point result of 1471 cm21 is obtained for the
E/Z rotamer separation.

Because the electronic structures of theZ and E tor-
sional isomers of formic acid are so similar, both the relat
istic and core correlation corrections are 1 cm21 or less in
magnitude~Table VI!. Including these minuscule effects, a
well as the small BODC shift (14 cm21), the final E/Z
energy difference is predicted to be 1474 cm21, at the upper
edge of the uncertainty interval of the empirically based
brationless result (1440630 cm21). As such, the curren
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analysis constitutes the firstab initio validation of a rotamer
separation as small as that deduced by Hocking in 1976118

F. Other systems

Diversity is added to the current survey of conform
tional energy prototypes by highlighting some of our rece
work on the torsional conformations of butane35 and the
polytopic potential energy surface of silicon dicarbid
(SiC2).

136 For theanti/syncarbon backbone torsional barrie
of butane, a valence focal-point analysis was executed
means of DZP MP2→@13s8p6d4 f /8s6p4d# MP2 and
TZ(2d,2p) RHF→TZ(2d,2p) CCSD~T! computations at
DZP CISD optimum structures. The basis-set series was
systematic than the correlation-consistent sets used h
because spherical harmonics pastf functions could not be
employed in direct MP2 procedures at the time, but it w
possible to advance ananti/syn barrier of 5.40
60.15 kcal mol21. The focal-point characteristics of th
anti/synenergy difference in butane are similar to those o
,

TABLE VI. Non-Born–Oppenheimer~BODC!, relativistic, and core correlation shifts (cm21) on conformational energy prototypes.a

BODC Relativistic effects Core correlation

DZP
RHF

cc-pVTZ
RHF

cc-pVTZ
MP2

cc-pVTZ
CCSD

cc-pCVTZ
MP2

cc-pCVQZ
MP2

cc-pCVTZ
CCSD

cc-pCVTZ
CCSD~T!

NH3 210.7 122.5 122.6 122.6 256 264 254 253
H2O

b 216.6 152.8 156.5 156.8 296 2106 289 287
HNCO 29.7 134.0 130.1 130.5 274 285 278 278
C2H6 20.5 11.1 11.5 13 14 14 14
HCOOH 13.9 10.1 10.3 11 11 11 21
SiC2 26.3 214.9 234.7 228.8 1112c

aThe energetic quantities of concern are the inversion barriers of NH3, H2O, and HNCO, the torsional barrier of C2H6, theE/Z rotamer separation of HCOOH
and the barrier to linearity of SiC2.

bAdditional relativistic shifts for water: cc-pVQZ CCSD5154.8 and cc-pVTZ CCSD~T!5157.1 cm21.
cIn this case the silicon basis was constructed from its cc-pVTZ antecedent by completely uncontracting thesp space and adding two tightd and f sets via
successive extension of the polarization manifolds into the core region with a geometric ratio of 3.0.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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served here for ethane: rapid Hartree–Fock converge
protracted variations ind@MP2#, and very stable higher-orde
increments. The definitiveab initio results for butane pro
vided a benchmark for testing the limits of transferability
potential functions utilized in molecular mechanics schem
such as MM4, as well as a critique of spectroscopically
rived torsional potentials exhibiting questionableanti/syn
barriers.

In the SiC2 study,136 long-standing problems of the to
pography, energetics, and vibrational dynamics of
ground-state surface were systematically addressed. The
con dicarbide system exhibits a mercurial surface for
circumnavigation of Si1 about C2

2 in that almost all conceiv-
able variations with level of theory are observed. In the e
the global minimum of SiC2 is a T-shaped (C2v) structure
connected monotonically to a linear Si–C–Ctransition state,
the bent transition states and L-shaped minima appearin
quite high levels of theory ultimately becoming spuriou
Instructive here is the barrier to linearity for T-shaped S2
@D~L–T!#, a pathological case of focal-point convergen
With a modest DZ(d) basis, D~L–T! is predicted at the
~RHF, MP2! level to be (25.09, 12.63! kcal mol21,
whereas the ensuingD~L–T! values in the~MP3, MP4, MP5,
MP`! and @CCSD, CCSD~T!, BD~TQ!# correlation series
are (11.73, 21.63, 11.87, 10.58) and (11.64,
10.15, 11.26! kcal mol21, in order. Moreover, the
(X53, 4, 5! cc-pVXZ MP2 results areD(L–T)5(15.48,
16.21, 16.59! kcal mol21. In brief, the SiC2 problem pre-
sents both disturbingly oscillatory higher-order correlati
seriesand protracted convergence of thed@MP2# increment.

To augment the SiC2 analysis, a few additional compu
tations were undertaken here. First,D~L–T! values of10.64
and 10.54 kcal mol21 were obtained at the cc-pVDZ
CCSD~T! and CCSDT levels, respectively, showing that
complete rather than perturbative treatment of the conne
triple excitations hardly changes the energetic predictio
Second, the earlier extrapolation136 of (X53, 4, 5! cc-pVXZ
MP2 energies on the basis of a geometric progression
replaced with a fit of these data to Eq.~2!. The complete-
basis valence second-order correlation energy estim
thereby increase in size by 1–2mEh to (20.4081,20.4170!
Eh for ~linear, T-shaped! SiC2, but thed@MP2# increment to
D~L–T! actually decreases, giving a limiting MP2 barrier
linearity of 6.74 rather than 7.02 kcal mol21. Finally, the
relativistic, core-correlation, and BODC shifts were eva
ated as20.08,10.32, and20.02 kcal mol21 ~Table VI! at
the cc-pVTZ CCSD, cc-pCVTZ MP2, and DZP RHF leve
of theory, respectively. The 0.28 kcal mol21 reduction in the
estimate of the limiting MP2 barrier is thus compensated
a 0.22 kcal mol21 increase due to the auxiliary shifts, and t
earlier proposal of 5.8 kcal mol21 is not significantly altered.
However, if the CCSD~T!/CCSDT accord is considered t
vitiate the substantial correction suggested by
CCSD~T!→MP` extrapolation in this system,136 then the
predicted barrier to linearity of SiC2 would be reduced to
5.3 kcal mol21. In this event, agreement would be improv
with the empirical barrier (5.4 kcal mol21) of Ross and
co-workers,137 who in 1994 fitted a semirigid bender pote
tial to vibrational overtones up to (v1 ,v2 ,v3)5(0,0,14) ob-
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served by stimulated emission pumping~SEP! of the
X̃ 1A1 /Ã 1B2 system.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

~1! The molecules considered in this work exhibit the gam
of focal-point behavior for relative energies, providin
plentiful instruction in the pursuit of theab initio limit.
As summarized in Table VII, the diverse~basis set, cor-
relation! convergence may be characterized as follow
NH3 and H2O inversion barriers~poor, good!; HNCO
inversion barrier~good, poor!; C2H6 and HCOOH tor-
sional energetics~good, good!; and SiC2 barrier to lin-
earity ~poor, poor!. The behavior of the various correla
tion series is noteworthy because in none of the
systems may the electronic structure be considered m
tireference in nature by traditional standards; moreov
in all cases the iterative full CCSDT and perturbati
CCSD~T! predictions are virtually identical.

~2! Considerable variations in the RHF and MP2 predictio
for the conformational energy prototypes are observ
upon systematic enlargement of the one-particle ba
set, but usually only small changes are seen in
higher-order correlation contributions to these quantiti
The final extrapolations show that in the basis set lim
the ~RHF, MP2! level yields~90, 92!%, ~101, 98!%, ~84,
93!%, ~111, 104!%, and~112, 102!% of the relative en-
ergies (DEe) in the NH3, H2O, HNCO, C2H6, and
HCOOH cases, in order. For these molecules the re
sentative cc-pVTZ→cc-pVQZ augmentation engende
average changes in the RHF,d@MP2#, and higher-order
contributions toDEe of 2.6%, 2.6%, and 0.3%, respec
tively, in accord with the focal-point concept.31–35 The
results reveal that for some inversion barriers thed@MP2#
increment may not converge within even a mod
0.1 kcal mol21 target until the basis set is extended dra
tically, i.e., to the cc-pV6Z level or beyond.

~3! The augmentation scheme for the correlation-consis
basis sets greatly improves the description of the inv
sion barriers in ammonia and water, which are dom
nated by rehybridization effects and variations in the d

TABLE VII. Summary of diverse convergence behavior of conformation
energy prototypes.a

Basis set variation
past cc-pVQZb

Largest correlation
increment past MP4c

NH3 .200 <30
H2O .350 ,25
HNCO ,30 .250
C2H6 ,5 ,10
HCOOH ,30 ,45
SiC2 .280 .380

aAll entries in cm21. The energetic quantities of concern are the invers
barriers of NH3, H2O, and HNCO, the torsional barrier of C2H6, the E/Z
rotamer separation of HCOOH, and the barrier to linearity of SiC2.

bMeasured as the difference betweenDEe(MP`) for the cc-pVQZ set and
the corresponding estimate in the complete basis set limit.

cGauged by thed@MP5# and d@MP`# values obtained with the largest fea
sible basis set.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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fuseness of lone electron pairs. For example, the aug
pVTZ RHF barrier for (NH3, H2O! lies within ~19, 34!
cm21 of the Hartree–Fock limit, whereas the corr
sponding cc-pVTZ result is~124, 273! cm21 too high. In
both the MPn and coupled-cluster correlation series, t
aug-cc-pVXZ basis sets prove commensurate in ac
racy with the larger cc-pV(X11)Z sets. Although con-
cern has recently arisen regarding possible divergenc
augmentedcc-pVXZ absoluteMPn correlation energy
series,138 smooth convergence patterns are observed
the focal-point analyses of the inversion barriers.

~4! Extrapolation schemes for deducing Hartree–Fock
correlation energies in the one-particle basis set limit
meritorius for improved conformational energy pred
tions, but genuine spectroscopic accuracy to the 1 cm21

level currently appears out of reach for most problem
even with directly computed total energies through
cc-pV6Z milestone. In particular, variations in the tot
energies extrapolated by several well-based proced
place uncertainties in the 0.05– 0.10 kcal mol21 range
for the inversion barriers investigated here. The (X54,
5, 6! cc-pVXZ MP2 energies fit Eq.~2! an order of mag-
nitude better than the (X53, 4, 5! aug-cc-pVXZ MP2
sets in the NH3 and H2O cases, notwithstanding the im
portance of diffuse functions in obtaining accurate b
rier heights. This observation suggests that asympt
forms such as Eq.~2! are not likely to be strongly opera
tive until the cc-pVQZ level or beyond.

~5! While the full recovery of the core correlation energy
a daunting task, its effect on the relative energies of m
lecular conformations may be accurately predicted
many cases with cc-pCVXZ basis sets even at the MP
level of theory. For example, correlation of the core ele
trons via the cc-pCVTZ MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T!
methods reduces the inversion barrier of ammonia by
54, and 53 cm21, respectively. Such observations addu
the use of direct-MP2 methods to effectively determ
core correlation shifts in larger systems.

~6! The size of the relativistic effect for conformation
changes appears to be integrally related to the exten
attendantsp rehybridization for stereochemically activ
lone electron pairs. The torsional motions for intern
rotation in ethane and formic acid entail no rehybridiz
tion, and thus the relativistic shift is less than 5 cm21.
The inversion barriers in NH3 and HNCO involve sub-
stantial changes in thesp character of one nitrogen lon
electron pair, engendering a 20– 30 cm21 stabilization of
thes-rich pyramidal form. An analogous rehybridizatio
occurs for inversion in H2O, but two lone pairs are in
volved, and indeed the relativistic stabilization of th
bent structure is roughly twice as large.

~7! Non-Born–Oppenheimer shifts on barriers and conf
mational energies may be either positive or negati
The magnitude of the first-order BODC effect is betwe
9 and 17 cm21 for the inversion problems studied he
and less than 4 cm21 for the C2H6 and HCOOH torsional
cases.

~8! The extensive valence focal-point analyses presen
here, amended by corrections for core correlation, s
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cial relativity, and the Born–Oppenheimer approxim
tion, yield the following final predictions for relative en
ergies: the classical inversion barriers of NH3, H2O, and
HNCO are 5.026, 31.58, and 5.1 kcal mol21, in order;
the bare torsional barrier of ethane is 2.74 kcal mol21;
and the vibrationlessE/Z isomerization energy of formic
acid is 4.21 kcal mol21. Accounting for zero-point vibra-
tional effects byab initio methods brings the barriers fo
ammonia and ethane to within 0.05 kcal mol21 of effec-
tive one-dimensional barriers from experiment.
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